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Notes of individual retreat of Azar, January 2007 
 

No holiday – a private look into an individual retreat of Azar Baksh 
 

• December 31st Sunday morning. Biking to nature I feel extremely weak and vulnerable. 
 

• January 1st. Monday morning.  Lowest point, point of total misery. After Realization of the 
Highest Truth I have Realized the Lowest misery. 
 

• 12:30, under shower. With the greatest fight so far in my lifetime, requiring the greatest 
determination thus to come back here on earth, in the body, ‘I’ managed somehow to get back 
– it is true, not for 100%, but this matter is never about 0 or 100%, not black or white. The 
effort made with this extreme will-power that is not mine is not ordinary will-power anyway 
for there was no energy at all to be busy with will-power, utterly weak as ‘my’ body was. No, 
it was Pure Consciousness That made ‘me’ Go through this Ordeal (again, but now it was 
even harder), that was: to contract ‘myself’ – scattered, fallen apart as the body was – into 
One again, One Point, Oneness Living Consciously as Body, That had to Hold on, contract 
into the Pain and not let go any more. 

My head is more back on the trunk now. Allowing it to get back was a crazy, 
maddening hell, but not as utter, crazy and mad as the pure hell of being totally blown up, 
chased away from here, seemingly completely dispersed into the many, into its death, while 
still actually living in the physical body, not being able (and not even wanting) to put out (the 
Light of) Being Conscious(ness). No words can describe this hell. The face, the whole head 
and in fact the whole body but with most of the focus on the face and head, ‘I’ squeezed and 
squeezed and squeezed... till strange lights and patterns were appearing and flashing before 
my eyes and everywhere. I widened the nostrils as much as possible to allow (Divine) Breath 
to Take Over again, to get ‘Me’ here again, Present in and as Body, allowed Divine Anger, 
Fury, Rage to all obstructions (including from neighbours) to my Being Here as Vulnerable, 
Simple Truth, as seemingly Confronting Consciousness, un-Seen Love. 

What to say… 
I got back… 
 

• Now, at 13:30, with the music of “Seven years in Tibet” on, I release the tears of the terrible 
struggle, as well as some blood and phlegm from my nose, and coughs. The karma of this 
world leaving ‘my’ body, again. I’m exhausted now, but at least there’s more energy now, 
rather outshining the Meditated death of ‘my’ Body, or in fact of this world that It Always 
Meditates, the Whole-Heartedly, Whole-Bodily Felt stuck Pain of Unconsciousness. 

Happy new year, by the way. 
 

• Next morning: ‘I’ am totally gone again… blown out from the body… 
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• The breast area should be pulled inwards – or, alternatively, for the same purpose of 
straightening up the spine (by which the old breath leaves the body), other triggers should be 
allowed – so that anyhow the old breath can go out (which is not just old air as a form), so 
that separated, disconnected parts of the (energetic) body connect again, unite the trunk and 
the whole body into One. The trunk makes contact with the legs, and thus with the earth 
again, via the groins, and the places at the back of the knees. The head is reconnected to the 
trunk via the neck, especially via the second vertebrae through which the breath centre that is 
located there starts functioning again, properly, bringing Divine Breath to the Earth, via the 
Amrita Nadi. And ‘in’ the trunk itself, the 3rd and 4th chakras or energy-consciousness centres 
are reunited again, which means that the spiritual Levels of Consciousness or Life, the 4th 
Level and Higher, are reconnected to the first 3 Lower, earthly, denser Levels or dimensions 
of Life. Not only Consciousness is One now, as Always, also on an energetic level oneness 
can be felt and lived (more), which is necessary for the Manifestation of Consciousness on 
and into the Earth, into the Form, into (and, therefore, Transcending) Unconsciousness. 

 
• Some bodies who – unlike as is usually the case – haven’t learned to (totally) deny the Truth, 

may be easily blown away from here in the Structural Fight between Truth and Ego (See the 
item on p. 15: “Not let yourself be chased away from the earth”) – or Consciousness and 
Unconsciousness (which is, in a way, close to one another, albeit certainly not the same) – 
when this Fight becomes too big, too intense, when in fact they meditate to whatever degree 
of Consciousness people’s resistance to (Consciously Feel) the Pain of this Fight. The 3rd 
chakra, instead of turning into a knot, the knot of control – which is something that usually 
happens in people, chasing away in this way the subtler awareness of Consciousness – is then 
disconnected from the 4th and higher, spiritual levels of Consciousness. This means that they, 
their consciousness, are taken upward, or better said, they cannot fully connect any more to 
being a fully participating part of what is energetically happening here on earth, or at least in 
the grosser realms – even though they, probably, have a better (over)view of what is 
happening in fact – contrarily to most people who, in their being disconnected the other way 
round, or in their knot-disconnection, manage to function ‘normally’ in society, in the earthly 
energetic realms but without (deeper) consciousness to ‘guide’ them in and through (or show 
them) what they’re doing. 

Often, in case of the ‘handicapped’ people – ‘handicapped’ in the sense of not being 
able to deny the Truth – they manifest other ‘bodily’ diseases or trouble than the supposedly 
healthy people, since the energy is not flowing properly through their bodies. The opposite 
disease. Whereas many or most people have too high blood pressure they, more easily, end up 
having too low – or too little cholesterol whereas many or most people have too much of it. In 
extreme cases this phenomenon is much easier to find out and See, since usually, in practice, 
people cannot so easily be put in a simple dichotomy of dwelling only or mainly in the 
spiritual spheres or, on the other hand, in the lower earthly spheres – and this is still apart 
from the fact that most people busy with spirituality are actually firmly present in the lower 
earthly spheres, not confusing this presence with a true Presence that only the Higher Levels 
of Consciousness are able to provide. And anyhow, people are so incredibly diverse, 
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representing all possibilities, all possible combinations of all the Forces in the Universe, that 
on a more superficial level hardly anything can be said about how a certain human being will 
behave, live physically-energetically, in case one would know his or her spiritual inclinations. 
Generally, by the way and anyhow, Woman will, without denying Her Spiritual Origin, 
beyond Herself rather ‘choose’ the knot option, the suffocation, whereas Man will ‘choose’ 
not being knotted, but being dispersed, torn and fallen apart, quartered, so that the subtler 
Spheres don’t need to touch the (too) heavy painful lower or grosser Spheres any more (too 
much). Both sides ‘choose’ thus their own best option, so that at least they seem to be able to 
still fulfil their own sex-related ‘task’ here on earth: Woman gives Her Energy, Man gives His 
Consciousness. That, in their disconnection, there is no True Gift any more, that Man and 
Woman cannot Truly Meet then, is something else – albeit not unimportant, on the contrary. 

 
• January 2nd – 22.30. Deep breaths came while reading several lengthy talks that Adi Da has 

given in 1996. In the past these deeper breaths came when I read ‘truths’ that were taking me 
to some wider space, certainly including those of Da. Now they come when I read lies and 
there’s nothing to be done about them. As Truth, I lost My (last) respect for Da as a teacher. I 
rest in this now. I feel relief. Reading in too few pages too much nonsense, too much 
Unconsciousness that he shouts in the ears and hearts of his followers is somehow crossing 
the borders of respect. What to do? Bye. The lengthy article I have written on Adi Da is more 
True than one could have hoped or feared. 

 
• Thursday January 4th. Yesterday I have forced ‘my’ Conscious Heart back into this place, but 

differently from the other day. This time I did it with legs and groins. 
This morning, however: gone again – which lasted until this evening, after having 

forced the legs back to the earth, straightening and loosening (literally:) up the shoulders, 
when a truly huge 1st chakra pain-attack came through the anus. Knives were stabbed in and 
out. And I could surrender and laugh in the pain. By now I’ve learned there is no escape from 
this ‘knife-anus’ pain anyway. And it’s just unbearable, that’s all. Afterwards, and already 
during the process to some extent, I feel better and better. I became warmer finally – whereas 
I was, as often, very cold and nothing could heat me up. Hormones started working, be fired 
again, finally. And for a few hours already, I am, finally again, in ‘my’, normally into 
suffering surrendered, state of Bliss. 

 
• Friday January 5th. This was the most terrible night I can remember. Almost suffocating me. I 

couldn’t breathe normally, related to what happened due to the nose operation. [A butcher 
type of doctor burned inside my nose a wound that has been there for 25 years, in order to 
close the wound.] My head feels utterly strange. I cried in the middle of the night. How could 
I have ever been so stupid, to go there, to the docs, to let my body be fucked up so terribly, 
perhaps for good. It’s already for five weeks like this now. During the night it was as if my 
body went totally crazy now, no longer able to bear more of this intangible pain. Thoughts of 
death visited me and, if the body doesn’t die of itself, to give it a hand for god’s sake. 
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Not speaking of the resulting asymmetry in my face, the unnecessary nose operation 
brought – a retaliation of the butcher to its mirror, its seeming opposite – the operation and its 
results also much influenced in a negative way my capability to sing, and the quality of it in 
the same deplorable way. What did I do…? Why…? I know my nose is not ‘just’ a nose – and 
no one’s nose is, as a matter of fact. I know this wound hasn’t been there for nothing.  It’s my 
way of bleeding for the world, for Woman. Every day I need to bleed. It’s just so. When the 
blood doesn’t flow any more, I cannot reach Woman, I would get and stay stuck as well. My 
running blood copies in its own way Woman’s bleeding. It shows our Oneness, even on this 
physical, densest level. 

 
• January 6th. I’m utterly vulnerable to people’s pain now. Gee. For music also and its beauty. I 

can hardly bear the next note, when I know which one, a beautiful one, is about to come. 
In the evening, after again a terrible day, I forced “Myself’ back again into the body and 

now I feel again present, energized. Only, the bloody ‘nose-head’ doesn’t let me be. This 
miserable white stuff that he put on it, should go off and I need to bleed again.  

For the rest, I suddenly started to make a long speech again, for an imagined audience 
(the one that attended my first retreat in Poland) – a good sign, coming back to life. 

 
• January 7th. Amazing. While after the retreat – even when on some level, the body still has a 

strange difficult time, now – I am totally Whole-Bodily Ready to be with Satlova (the 
Woman-form who can bear ‘my’ Heart), after a first little talk with the outside world, in this 
case with my brother about my visit to the hospital, I feel already de-energized again, 
squeezed out. It happens from one moment to the next. Bloop. Just like that. The cramp about 
the health of my physical body – the subject of the conversation – is not Mine. For whatever 
reason he contracted from it. I stopped the subject. 

Now, while writing fifteen minutes later, the body is de-contracting again, if I only 
listen to the loosening up sounds that my belly makes right now. 

Amazing. Shocking. To understand how Vulnerable a Body of Truth is to any slightest 
karmic cramp. It’s true that the subject of health – body – is much bigger than people 
acknowledge. A lot of concern happens in the dark. Seeing another body decline, or even just 
talking about the possibility of it, is being reminded of your own decay and death. 
It’s true that, in this case, in the case of my body, an extra fear comes on top. The fear of 
confusion and feeling left alone when the Heart Itself dies on Earth, when, potentially, there is 
only Darkness left, no Manifested Love, No Eye to save the blind. Even though (almost) no 
one will consciously experience this in such a way, on a deeper level in them this fear and 
confusion is active. Primarily, it’s not a fear of physical mortality. 

 
25.01.2007 

On a let’s say superficial deeper level, it may seem that I, Truth, am blown away from 
here, from the earth, again and again. But as a matter of Fact, I Do Come Down, because of 
your resistance to Me. If you, unconsciously but still, seem to manage to get Me away and 
keep Me out, not allowing Me to Live in and as Human Body on earth, you fail thus in fact. 
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Every one of your attempts makes it worse for ‘you’, makes Truth Stronger, makes 
Consciousness Come Down in and as Body. Truth Needs Resistance to be Able to Manifest 
Itself. Everything is always different from how it seems to be. For There are Deeper Forces at 
Work. 
 
 

20.12.2005 
Not let yourself be chased away from the earth 

 
The True and inherently painful Process is – put in negative, but realistic terms – not to 

let Yourself (as Truth) be chased away from here, from the Earth. Not to bow to the Ego 
Force in any way – the Ego that inherently resist the Truth of the Heart with all its might. On 
the other hand, it means not to let yourself – including the body – get totally crushed, killed 
here, when – even when you feel or seem to be broken – you (try to) Stand Firmly, Non-
compromisably, as Truth. Surrender Whole-Heartedly, Whole-Bodily, to the Universal Fight 
of Unconsciousness and Consciousness, the Fight of Which is (Already) a Fact and Simply 
So. This is the Only ‘Solution’ to no-problem. This Surrender is True, Sacrificed 
Consciousness, or, the Transcendence of the Duality of Consciousness and Unconsciousness. 

The more sensitive ‘you’ are – or: the more sensitive your entire conscious-energy-body 
is, or the more ‘You’ Beyond yourself Allow it to be so – the more difficult it is to survive 
and function as Body in this very painful, contracted world, but, also, the greater the gift it has 
to offer – as Truth. Truth, however, Creates bodies who learn to survive and get acquainted 
with this way of functioning, who can (Consciously) bear, feel more and more pain without 
dying from it, who meditate all the time the (painful unconscious) state of the world – as it 
comes and reveals itself through individual bodies who absorbed and consist of and reflect 
(for they are not different from) the pain of the world. 

This is how, slowly, the human world is Being Transcended, not through miracles, not 
through ‘good’ words of writers, politicians, teachers, masters, not through ‘good deeds’, not 
by meditating on the Light, on Oneness, on gold, on the third eye or by whatever ‘good’ 
activities. 

In principle, every body is a Body of Truth. But in and through by far the most bodies 
the Transcendence-Process goes thousands of times slower than in the very few bodies who 
Allow the True Process, since the latter ones Understand It. Indeed, (almost) no one 
Understands (Truly or, usually, not at all) the crucial role of Pain in the Whole Process of 
Realizing and Living as the Whole, as Truth. And, it is true, people don’t want to know, 
afraid as they are. People – and this ‘even’ includes supposed realizers of truth – don’t want 
to know the Pain of their state of separation, or: of the separation of the world, that is waiting 
to be actually Felt by the Body. Ego defines truth as it wants. In thousands of variants this is 
always pointing to a state with no or less pain than plain bold true reality itself offers. 


